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A finitary relation e and a finitary function f on some set A are said to be compatible one with 
the other if e is a subalgebra of a suitable direct power of (A,f). In this paper properties for 
relational systems (A, Q) are derived in order tc guarantee that every (finitary) function com- 
patible with all relations of Q must be a projection or constant. The connection to interpolation 
properties is demonstrated and some open problems are stated. 
0. Introduction 
The question which led to the present pnper was the following: Which properties 
must a set of subalgebras of a direct power of some algebra have in order to 
guarantee that the algebra is trivial in the sense that it has no non-trivial polynomial 
functions? A special case of this problem is to find conditions on the congruence 
lattice of some algebra which imply triviality of this algebra. For instance, if every 
equivalence relation on some algebra containing at least three elements already is 
a congruence relation, then the algebra must be trivial (cf. e,g. [3] and [4, p. 381). 
In close connection to the problem stated at the beginning we will investigate 
relational systems all endomorphisms (polymorphisms) of which are trivial in the 
sense that they are constants or projections. By doing this, we often shall restrict 
ourselves to binary reflexive relations. Relational systems having no endomorphisms 
(polymorphisms) besides the projections are called (strongly) rigid (cf., e.g., [ 13)). 
Analogously we will call a relational system (strongly) C-rigid if any of its endomor- 
phisms (polymorphisms) is constant or a projection. We shall see that C-rigid 
systems of reflexive relations on sets containing at least three elements automatically 
are strongly C-rigid, too. In the present paper necessary and/or sufficient conditions 
for relational systems in order to be (strongly) C-rigid are given and the connection 
to interpolation properties of relational systems i  demonstrated. Finally, some open 
problems are stated. 
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1. P-1; dinaries 
For the notions defined here and for the corresponding results cf. also 193. In the 
following let N denote the set of positive integers and for any set X let 1 Xldenote 
its cardinality and 2x its power set. In the sequel et A denote some fixed set of car- 
dinality greater than one (the case IAl = 1 will always be trivial). Let R denote the 
set of all relations on A of finite arity ~1 and let 0 denote the set of all functions 
on A of finite arity L 1. For any Q 5; R and for any n E N let Q(“) denote the set of 
all n-ary relations belonging to Q. Similarly, for any F C_ 0 and for any n E N let 
F(“) denote the set of all n-ary functions belonging to F. On R x 0 we define a 
relation r (compatibility) as follows: 
r : = {(Q, f) E R x 0 1 ,Q is a subalgebra of a suitable direct power of (A, f)}. 
Let (Pol, Inv) denote the Galois-correspondence between (2$ C) and (2’, C) in- 
duced by r, i.e. 
PolQ:={ftzOIQx{f}cr) 
(=set of all finitary operations preserving all relations belonging to Q = set of all so- 
called polymorphisms of Q) for all Q c R and 
InvF:={eERI{e}xF~r} 
(=set of all finitary relations being preserved by every operation belonging to F = set 
of all so-called invariant relations of F) for all F c 0. For any n E: K and for any 
iE { 1, . . . . n} define e! E O(*) by 
e,F(xr, . .. , x,) :=xi for all x1, . . . , x, EA. 
Put J:={e~lnEN; l&rn}. For any n&I and for any SEA define c,“EO(“) by 
c,“(q, -4,) :=a for all x1, . . ..x.+A. 
Put c: =(c$EN; a E A}. Let S denote the symmetric group on A. For f E O@) 
and f, , . . . , fn E Olrn) (n, m E N) we define the composition f(fi, . . . , f,) of f and 
f 1, l ** 9 fn as follows: f(fi, . . . , f,) is the m-ary function on A defined by 
for all x1, . . . , x, E A. FG 0 is called a clone (of functions) if both Fz J and if F is 
closed under composition of functions. Since clones are closed with respect o form- 
ing arbitrary intersections, for any Fs 0 there exists some smallest clone (F) G 0 
containing F as a subset. (F) is called the clone generated by F. For any F S; 0 define 
LocF:= u {fEO”‘If or every finite BC A’ there exists some g E F(‘) 
ifsh 
such that f and g coincide on B}. 
Observe that in case IA] < N,, Lot is the identical mapping on 2’. One can show 
that the closure operator Pol Inv is the composition of the closure operators ( . . . ) 
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and Lot, i.e. Pol Inv=Loc( . ..). For any FcO the elements of (F), (FUC), 
Lot(F), Loc(FUC) are called term functions, polynomial functions, local term 
functions and local polynomial functions of (A, F), respectively (cf., e.g., [2] and 
[5]). Put c:= {QER lIeI= 1). Instead of the set c, however, one often can take the 
set {{a} 1 a E A} of all unary single-point relations (which is finite for finite A). In 
an analogous way as it was done for clones of functions one can define clones of 
relations by means of closure properties with respect o some set-theoretic opera- 
tions on R. We refer to [6], (91, [ 121 and [ 1 l] for further details since we don’t use 
their results within the present paper. One can show that clones of relations are 
closed with respect o forming arbitrary intersections. Hence, for any Q C_ R there 
exists some smallest clone [Q] G R of relations containing Q as a subset. [Q] is called 
the clone (of relations) generated by Q. For any Q c R define 
LOC Q : = ‘J {Q E R(‘) 1 for every finite B c A’ there exists some 0 E Q(‘) 
rehL 
such that aflB=pflB}. 
Observe that in case IAl < Ho, LOC is the identical mapping on 2R. One can show 
that the closure operator Inv Pol is the composition of the closure operators [ . . .] 
and LOC, i.e. InvPol=LOC[...]. For any QcR the elements of [Q], [QUC], 
LOC[Q], LOC[QUc] are called term relations, polynomial relations, local term 
relations and local polynomial relations of (A, Q), respectively. For any Q C_ R put 
End Q := (Pol Q)(i) (= set of all so-called endomorphisms of Q). e E R is called 
reflexive if (x, . . . , X)EQ for all EA. For any n E N and for any i,j~ i 1, . . . ,n} let 
prii denote the mapping from An to A2 defined by 
pri,(x,, . . ..x.):= (Xi,Xj) for A1 Xl,-..,XnEA. 
Finally, for any Q c R define 
p-(Q) := (prij(e) ] n~fr\l; @EQ(“); lsi, jsn; i#j}. 
2. C-rigid relational systems 
2.1. Definition. Let Q c R. (A, Q) is called rigid if End Q c J. (A, Q) is called 
strongly rigid if Pol Q c J. (A, Q) is called C-rigid if End Q c JU C. (A, Q) is called 
strongly C-rigid if Pol Q 5 JU C. 
Remark 1. Since throughout he paper we keep the set A fixed, we can identify the 
relational system (A, Q) with the set Q of relations. This will always be done in the 
sequel. 
Remark 2. Between the above defined notions we have the following implications: 
strongly rigid 3 strongly C-rigia 
u II 
rigid * C-rigid 
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Our aim is to find for a given set Q of relations necessary and/or sufficient condi- 
tions which guarantee (strong) C-rigidity of Q. First we want to show that for sets 
of reflexive relations (on sets containing at least three elements) C-rigidity implies 
strong C-rigidity. For this purpose we prove: 
2.2. Proposition. Let 1 Al > 2 and let F be some clone. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) F(l) = ~(1) UC(l), 
(ii) F= JU C. 
Proof. First assume (i). Since an equivalence relation (on some algebra) being com- 
patible with all unary polynomial functions is already a congruence relation and 
since all unary polynomial functions of (A, F) are trivial, every equivalence relation 
on A is already a congruence relation of (A, F). A well-known result (cf., e.g., [3] 
and [4]) says that an at least three-element algebra every equivalence relation of 
which is aheady a congruence relation must be trivial in the sense that it has no non- 
trivial polynomial functions. Hence Fc JUC. On the other hand, JUCc F because 
of c;= ci(ey ) E F for all n E N and for ail a E A. Therefore (ii) holds. The rest of the 
proof is trivial. q 
For the sake of completeness we will1 give a direct proof of 2.2, too. 
Direct proof of 2.2. First assume (i). We prove F(“’ C, JU C for all n E IN by induc- 
tion on n. For n = 1 this is true because of (i). Now let n> 1 and assume 
F’“-‘)c_JUC S . uppose, F(“)$VUC. Then there exists some f E F(“‘\(JUC). Since 
f@C there exist kE{l,...,n} and aI ,..., ak_l,ak+l ,..., a,+A such that 
f(4,9 l ge,c~~__,,ef,c~~~,,...,c~n)$C. 
Without loss of generality, k = 1. Then Jet, CA,, . . . , c;J = et. Hence, 
whence ~(c.~-‘,eT-‘,...,e,“z,‘)=c~-’ for any xEA\{a,}. Therefore 
ftel’, c12, . . . . t$)=ei for all x2 ,..., x,+A, 
i.e. f = e: E J contradicting f@ JU C. Hence F(“) c JU C. Therefore Fc JU C. Now 
further proceed as in the first proof of 2.2. Cl 
emark 1. The above theorem doesn’t hold in case 1 Al = 2 as can be seen by con- 
sidering the clone of polynomial functions on the two-element non-trivial monoid. 
emark 2. P.P. Palfy has proved a theorem which is a generalization of 2.2. In 
case of finite A it states: Let 2 < 1 A( < NO and let F be some clone with C(l) G F(l) C 
CU S. Then F either consists of essentially unary functions only or F is the clone 
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of polynomial functions of some suitable vector space over some suitable (finite) 
field (cf. 131). For infinite A, F has to satisfy in addition a ‘Bounded Blocks Con- 
dition’ which is fulfilled, however, in case of 2.2. 
2.3. Theorem. Let 1 Al t 3 and assume Q C R to consist of reflexive relations only. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Q is C-rigid. 
(ii) Q is strongly C-rigid. 
Proof. Since Q consists of reflexive relations only, JU CC Pol Q. Applying 2.2 to 
the clone F : = Pol Q completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Hence, for sets of reflexive relations (on sets containing at least three elements) 
in order to prove strong C-rigidity it suffices to show C-rigidity. Therefore for sets 
of relations we want to derive necessary and/or sufficient conditions which 
guarantee C-rigidity. For finite A we get the following necessary and sufficient 
condition: 
2.4. Theorem. Let IAl c NO and QC R and put 
M:={f~O”‘\(JUC)~f~ECU{f} or there exists some prime numkr p 
such that f p = ei >. 
Then the _follo wing are equivalent : 
(i) Q is C-rigid. 
(ii) (End Q) n M= 0 (i.e. for every f E M there exists a relation Q E Q such that f 
doesn ‘t preserve Q). 
Proof. First assume, (ii) holds. Suppose, (i) doesn’t hold. Then there exists 
some fE(EndQ)\(JUC). Now fG would imply fn’pE(EndQ)nM for n:= 
min{ie IN 1 fi = ei } and for any prime number p dividing n contradicting (ii). 
Hence &s. Since A is finite there exist s, t E t1-4 with SC t such that fS=ft. By 
means of induction one can easily prove that f i+j(t--s) = f i for all i zs and for all 
j ~0. NOW let u E It4 such that u(t - s) IS and put m := u(t -s). Then f “I =f Zm. Now 
f Itl @ C would imply f m E (End Q) nM contradicting (ii). But f ffr E C would imply 
f ‘-‘~(End Q)fIM for k:= min{ i E kJ 1 f i E C} 9 again contradicting (ii). There- 
fore, (i) holds. The rest of the proof is trivial. Cl 
Remark 1. For f E 0 (‘I there holds f2E C iff there exists some decomposition 
A = Ui,, Ai of A into non-empty subsets Ai, some ke I and some injective mapp- 
ing g from I to & such that f(Ai) =g(i) for all i E I. 
2. For ftz0 (*I there holds f 2 =f iff there exists some decomposition 
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A = U;,, Ai of A into non-empty subsets A; and for any i E I some Qi E Ai such that 
f(Ai)=ai (cf., e.g., [9, 4.4.21). 
Rem& 3; For f~ O(I) and some nrime number ~7 there holds fp = e! iff both fg S ___-c-___-r------  _-.--_ ~~_~_._ ~ -I --- ----~ II - - 
and each cycle within the cycle representation off either is of length 1 or of length 
p (cf., e.g., 19, 4.4.21). 
Remark 4. 2.4 and its proof remain valid if one replaces C by an arbitrary subset 
of C within the definition of C-rigidity, and within the definition of M. Thus, e.g. 
by replacing C by 0 one obtains that in case 1 Al c Kc, rigidity of Q (=_ R is equivalent 
to (End Q)n (fe@‘)\Jlf*=f or there exists some prime number p such that 
fp = et ) = 0 (cf., e.g., [9, 5.4.3(i), (iv)]). 
2.4 (in connection with 2.3) yields a criterion for strong C-rigidity of sets of reflex- 
ive relations on finite sets containing at least three elements. Hence (if we consider 
only relations on finite sets) the only case which remains is that of relations on two- 
element sets. In this case we have the following result: 
2.5. Theorem. Let A = (0, l> and let Q be some set of reflexive relations on A. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) Q is strongly C-rigid. 
(ii) (Pal 0) n l7; /\; V) = 0 (i.e. for everv f E I 1 i hi VI there exim a relation 0 F 0 \m -~ &I~ -5 \____ ~_._._., ~ -, , -.--- - - . __- ___._ E _ = 
such that f doesn’t preserve ). (1, A, v denote negation, conjunction and disjunc- 
tion on { 0,l) , respectively.) 
Proof. Q is not strongly C-rigid iff Pol Q properly contains JUC. It is well-known 
that a clone _R nf fiinrtinnc tnn .41 nrnndv mntainc II Jr iff F rrrntainc at bact -1 1 Y.._CIV~.Y \V.. . s, y.vp”*.J WV.ICU...” ” v Y Ia. I ““..wU.a&Y UC .WUYC 
one of the clones ( l>, (A) and (v), respectively (cf. the lattice of all clones of 
Boolean functions in e.g. [I]). Thus Q is strongly C-rigid iff Pol Q doesn’t contain 
these three ‘minimal’ clones. Cl 
For infinite A we are going to derive sufficient conditions for C-rigidity. We 
restrict ourselves to sets of binary relations. This is justified by the following 
proposition: 
2.6. Proposition. Let Q G R and assume pr(Q) to be C-rigid. Then Q is C-rigid, too. 
Proof. End Q c End pr(Q) c JU C. 0 
2.1. Definition. For arbitrary QER we define conditions (A), (B), (C) and (D) as 
follows: 
(A) For any distinct x, y E A there exists some cp,, E Q(‘) with (x, y) E (pxy$ (y, x). 
(B) For any pairwise distinct x, y, ZE A there exists some e,,., E Q(*) with (x, y) E 
exyz $ 6% a. 
n_,-rl____, ____a_____ newwnai sysrem i35 
(C) For any pairwise distinct x, _Y, z E A there exists some a,,, E Qt2) with (x, y) E 
o,,,+(.YJ). 
(D) For any pairwise distinct X, y, z, u WI there exists some tXyzu E Qt2) with 
(x, Y) E fAyzu $(2, u). 
Remark. All further lemmas and theorems of this section remain valid if in (A)-(D) 
one replaces the set Q by Q*:=QU{&“I~EQ} wheree(-*):={(x,y)I(y,x-)~e}; 
for some function preserves Q iff it preserves &? 
2.8. Lemma. Assume Q c Rt2) to consist of sym.metric relations only. The (B) and 
(C) are equivalent. (It suffices to assume that the relations ,o+z and t+, respec- 
tively, are symmetric. ) 
Proof. Trivial. Cl 
Before proving 
two lemmas: 
our results concerning sufficient conditions for C-rigidity we need 
2.9. Lemma. Let Qc Rc2) satisfy (B) and assume fe(End Q)\(JUC). Then 
f(x)#x for all XEA. 
Proof. Suppose, there exists some a E A such that f(a) = a. Since f $ C there exists 
some b E A with f(b) #a. Now f(b) #b would imply f $ End Q~,,~,,-~~) > End Q con- 
tradicting f E End Q. Hence f(b) = b. Since f $.J there exists some c WI such that 
f(c) f C. But then f $ End ed c ftc, 2 End Q for d E {a, b} \ {f(c)} again contradicting 
f E End Q. Therefore f(x) #‘i for all x E A. Cl 
2.10. Lemma. Let Qc Rc2) satisfy (B) and (C) and assume f E (End Q)\ (JU C).. 
T.hen f 2 1 - 0. --c,. 
sa-- -P n-,,__,_ -r m A __._ L,__.- A-i__\ 1 __ A?-- A --I^ 
nmr. DeCdube 01 L.Y we ndve J(XJFX ror ZliiXEA. iCih~~~~WOl.iid &St somelh54 
with f 2(a) #a, then we would have f $ End ~~,f(~),f?(~~ 2 EndQ contradicting 
feEndQ. Hence f2=ef. Cl 
2.11. Theorem. Let Qc Rt2) satisfy (A), (B) and (C). Then Q is C-rigid. 
Proof. Suppose Q not to be C-rigid. Then there exkts some f E (End Q)\ (JUC). 
Because of 22 and 2,!0; f(x) +x=f2(x) for all XF A ____ _ _ -e But then fe End vliun,.ti4r I> 
End Q for a E A, contradicting f E End Q. Hence, Q is C-rigid. Kl 
2.12. Theorem. Let 1 Al be an odd positive integer and let Q c R@) satislv iB) and 
(C). Then Q is C-rigid. 
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Proof. Suppose Q not to be C-rigid. Then there exists some f E (End Q)\(JUC). 
Because of 2.9 and 2.10, f(x)#x=f2(x) for all XEA. Hence {{x, f(x)} IxEA} is a 
partition of A into two-element subsets which together with 1 A I< No implies even- 
ness of 1 Al, contradicting our assumption. Therefore Q is C-rigid. Cl 
2.13. Theorem. Let ] A I r4 and let Q C_ R(‘) satisfy (B) and (D). Then Q is C-rigid. 
Proof. Suppose Q not to be C-rigid. Then there exists some f E (End Q)\(JUC). 
Because of 2.9 we have f(x) #x for all x E A. Now f 2 = ef would imply f $ 
EM Tff, b, l-m j-(b) 2 End Q for a E A and t7 E A \ {a, f(a)}, contradicting f E End Q. 
Hence f * +s,‘. ‘Therefore there exists some c E A with f’(c) #c. Now f 3(c) = c 
would imply f $ End T-l, f’(c), f(d), $‘+ ‘(c) >EndQ for deA\{c, f(c), f2(c)} and for 
i E { 0, 1,2} such that f(d) $ {f’(c), f i+ l(c)}, contradicting f E End Q. On the 
other hand, f’(c) =f(c) would imply f 2$ End e 
f * E End Q. Finally, f 3(c) $ {c, f(c)} 
f(c),c,f2(c) 2 End Q, contradicting 
would imply f@ End T, f2(c) s(c, $+) a End Q, 9 9 9 
contradicting f E End Q. Hence, Q is C-rigid. Cl 
Remark. Because of 2.3 the results stated above give sufficient conditions for sets 
Q of reflexive relations (on sets containing at least three elements) to be strongly 
C-rigid, too. 
3. Examples and interpolation properties 
3.1. Example. Inv C = {Q E R 1 Q is reflexive) U { 0) is strongly C-rigid. 
Proof. Obviously, Inv C = {e E R 1 Q is reflexive} U (0). For I A I 2 3 strong C-rigidity 
immediately follows from 2.12 and 2.13 in connection with 2.3 (or from 3.3 below). 
For A = { 0, 1 } , a direct argument shows that every function preserving the reflexive 
relation 
o:= {((-MA 1, MO, 1,9 1),(4O,O,O),(l,l,l, 1)) 
must belong to JU C. (This ca3 also be seen by applying 2.5.) Thus Inv C is strongly 
C-rigid also in this case. We still sketch another proof (valid for I A 1 L 2): Without 
difficulties one shows Loc(dU C) = JU C = (JU C) =(C). Observe Pol Inv C= 
Lot(C) (cf. Section 1). Hence Pol Inv C= JU C proving strong C-rigidity of 
Inv C. c1 
efinition. For any a E A put 8, := { a}2 U (A \ { a})2 (which is an equivalence 
relation on A). 
le. Let 1 A I> 2. Then { 19~ 1 a E A} is strongly C-rigid. 
roof. 2.12, 2.13 and 2.3. L7 
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Corollary. If 1 Al > 2, F G 0 and F \ (JU C) f 0, then there exists some b E A such 
that 19!, is not a congruence relation of (A, F). 
Remark. From 3.3 there follows the well-known result used within the first proof 
of 2.2 saying that an algebra (containing at least three elements) every equivalence 
relation of which is already a congruence relation has no non-trivial polynomial 
functions (cf., e.g., [3] and [4]). 
Now the question arises whether there exist also one-element (strongly) C-rigid 
sets of relations. It is known that on any set there do exist strongly rigid binary 
relations except on two-element sets (cf., e.g., [ 131 and [lo]). Of course, these 
relations are strongly C-rigid, too. However, in view of 2.3 and 3.1 we shall ask for 
reflexive relations, which are obviously not rigid, but which may be C-rigid. In the 
following we give examples for a binary reflexive strongly C-rigid relation on finite 
sets containing at least five elements (cf. 3 S) and on a countable set (cf. 3 A). One 
can show that there don’t exist binary reflexive C-rigid relations neither on three- 
element sets nor on four-element sets. But the situation changes if one considers 
relations of higher arity as can be seen from 3.7. What concerns the case j Ai = 2, 
we note that there exist binary (or, in general, n-ary (n ~2)) reflexive C-rigid 
relations but there don’t exist binary or ternary reflexive strongly C-rigid relations 
(this easily can be proved using 2.5 and checking all ternary relations). In order to 
guarantee strong C-rigidity we need in this case relations of arity ~4 (cf. proof of 
3.1). 
3.4. Definition. For any Q E R(2) and for any aE A put 
ae:={xeAl(a,x)Ee}. 
3.5. Example. Let 5 Sn E IN. Then 
Q:= {(i, j)l 1 ri, jrn; jri+ 1; j+i- 1) 
is a reflexive, strongly C-rigid relation on ( 1, . . . , n). 
Proof. Because of 2.3 it suffices to prove C-rigidity of Q. Let f e End Q. Taking into 
account anti-symmetry of Q one easily verifies that (x, y), ( y, z) E Q and f(x) = f (z) 
together imply f(x) = f( y) = f(z). This will often be used in the sequel. First suppose 
f&S. Then f-l =f”!-* EEnde. Hence I(f(i))el =li~l for all ie (1, . . ..n}. Since 
11@)=2, Iiel=i for k{2,...,n- 1) and ) ne I= n - 1, the assumption f $ J would 
imply that there exists some m E { l,n - 1) such that both f(m)= m + 1 and 
f(m + 1) = m. But then (m + 1, m) = (f(m), f(m + 1)) EQ, contradicting the definition 
of Q. Therefore f E J in case f E S. Now assume f $ S. Then there exist s, f E { 1, . . . , PI) 
such that SC t and f(s) =f(t). We choose 
t-s=min{j-iI lSi<jSn; f(i)=f(jQ. 
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If s> 1, then (t, s- l), (s- 1, s) E@ which together with f(t) =f(s) implies 
f(s- l)=f(s) and therefore t-s= 1. If ten, then (t,f + l),(f+ 1,s)~~ what together 
with f(t) =f(s) implies f(t) =f(t + 1) and therefore t-s = 1. If (s, t) = (1, n), then 
(t, 3), (3, s) Ee (note nr 5) which together with f(t) =f(s) would imply f(1) =f(3), 
contradicting the choice of s and t. Hence in any case t--s= 1 and therefore 
f(s)=f(s+ 1). Ifs> 1, then@+- l,s- l),(.s- l,s)~@which togetherwithf(.s+ I)=&) 
implies f(s- 1) =f(s). Continuing concluding in this way one finally obtains f(s) = 
f(s- 1)= . . . =f(l). If s+ 1 <n, then (s + 1, s+2),(s+ 2, §) EQ which together with 
$(s + 1) =f(s) implies f(s + 1) =f(s+ 2). Continuing concluding in this way one 
finally obtains f(s + 1) = . . . =f(n). This shows f~ C in case f$ S. Therefore, in any 
case f~ J U C. Thus Q is C-rigid, since f was an arbitrarily chosen endomorphism 
Of@. Cl 
Remark 1. Q is a tournament (if considered as a directed graph). 
Remark 2. In case n = 2 the above Q is equal to (( 1, I), (!., 2), (2,2)} and it is C-rigid 
but not strongly C-rigid. 
3.6. Example. Let a0 $ ltd. Then 
@:={(i,j)~N~/l~j~i+l; jzi-1) 
Ul(l,~~,(~,~,}U{(~,i)~iE~\{l)) 
is a reflexive, strongly C-rigid relation on h\l U {m} .
Proof. Because of 2.3 it suffices to show C-rigidity of Q. Let fc (End e)\C. Using 
anti-symmetry of f one can show - in exactly the same way as it was done within 
the proof of 3.5 - that (x, y), (y, z) E@ and f(x) =f(z) together imply f(x) =f( y) = 
f(z). First suppose SI N not to be injective. Then there exist s, t E tN (SC t) such that 
f(s) =f(r). Without loss of generality assume 
t-s=min(j-ili,jEttd;i<j;f(i)=f(j)). 
Now (t, t+ l),(~+ 1, s) EQ together with f(t) =f(s) imply f(t) =f(r+ 1). Going on 
concluding in this way one obtains f(t + 1) =f(r + 2)&t + 2) =f(r + 3), . . . . Moreover, 
this shows t=s+ 1. Ifs> 1, then (t,s- l),(s- 1,s)~~ which together with f(t)=f(s) 
implies f(s) =f(s- 1). Going on concluding in this way one finally obtains 
f(s)=f(s--l)=f(s-2)=...=f(l). Because of (l,m),(m,2)~~ and f(l)=f(2) we 
have f(m) =f(l). Thus, f~i C, a contradiction. Hence fl N is injective. If fwouldn’t 
be injective, then there would exist some rc R\I such that f(r) =f(oo). But then 
(00, r + 2), (r + 2, r) E Q and f(m) =f(r) together would imply f(r) =f(r + 2) contradict- 
ing injectivity of fl IN. Hence f must be injective. Since f(oo~) c (f(oo))~, we have 
1 q?j I 1 (f(m))@/ which together with 1 q~( = 8, implies f(oo) = 00. Thus f(l) = 1 be- 
causeof(f(l), m)=(f(l),f(a3))~@, andf(2)=2 becauseof (l,f(2)) =(f(l),f(2))~~. 
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Continuing concluding in this way one finally obtains f~ J proving C-rigidity 
of @. n 
3.7. Example. Let 3 cn E IN. Then 
@:={(i,i,i)l l~iln)U{(i,i+l,i-~2)1 lliln-2) 
is a reflexive, strongly C-rigid relation 011 ( 1, . . . , n). 
Proof. Because of 2.3 it suffices to prove C-rigidity oi’ c. Let f E End e. Then 
(f(l), f(2), f(3))Ee because of (1,2,3)~~. First consider the case f(l)=f(2)= 
f(3). If n = 3, then f E C. If n>3, then (f(2), f(3), f(4)) E@ which together with 
f(2) =f(3) implies f(2) =f(3) =f(4). Continuing concluding in this way one 
finally obtains f( 1) = f(2) = . . . =f(n). This shows f E C. Next consider the case 
that not f(l)=f(Z)=f(3). Then there exists some m E { 1, . . . . n -2) such that 
(f(bf(2),f(3))=( r/z, m + 1, m + 2). In an analogous way as before one concludes 
f(4)=m+3,..., f(n - m + 1) = n. Now m > 1 would imply (n - I, n, f(n - m + 2)) = 
(f(n - m), f(n - m + l), f(n - m + 2)) E e, contradicting the definition of ,o. Hence 
m = 1 and therefore f = ef . Thus, in any case f E JU C showing C-rigidity of e. 1 
3.8. Definition. Let Q9 UC_ R. Q is said to have the interpolation property (IP) for 
U with respect o term relations if for every k IN, e E Uti) and finite B c A’ there 
exists some term relation cr of (A, Q) (cf. Section 1) such that an B = 9 (I B (or, 
equivalently, if UC_ LOC[Q] = Inv Pol Q). Q is said to have the interpolation 
property (IP) for U with respect o polynomial relations if for every i E thf , Q E U(*) 
and finite B c A’ there exists some polynomial relation 0 of (A, Q) such that 
on B =@n B (or, equivalently, if US LOC[QU c] = Inv Pol(QU c)). 
3.9. Theorem. Let Qc R. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Q has the IP for the set of all reflexive relations with respect to term relations. 
(ii) Q is strongly C-rigid. 
Proof. We have the following equivalences: 
(i) H Inv Cc Inv Pol Q@ Pol Q C, Pol Inv C++ Pol Q s JU C* (ii). 
(The equality Pot Inv C = JU C follows from 3.1.) q 
3.10. Definition (cf., e.g., [S]). Let QG R. Q is called locally primal if Q has the IP 
for R with respect o term relations. Q is called locally relationally complete if Q 
has the IP for R with respect o polynomial relations. 
The results of the preceding section also provide conditions for sets of relations 
in order to be locally relationally complete as can be seen from 3.11: 
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3.11. Theorem. Assume Q c R to be strongly C-rigid and let a, b E A and a f b. Then 
QU ( (a), (b) > is locally primal and hence Q is locally reiationally complete. 
Proof. Since Pol Q c JU C we have Pol(QU {{a}, {b}}) = J and therefore 
R=InvJ=Inv Pol(QU{{a},{b}})~Inv Pol(QUC). 153 
4. Problems 
In this section we will state some open problems concerning C-rigidity. Also some 
partial solutions to these problems are given. 
In the following assume 3 5 IAl < HO. 
4.1. Definition. -Let Eq denote the set of all equivalence relations on A, 
let Eq’ denote the set 0,’ all non-trivial equivalence relations on A (Eq* := 
Eq\(((x,x)l=A},A*}) and put 
po:=min{ IQ1 1 QcEq*; Q is C-rigid}, 
~I:=max{IQ()QcEqo; Q is not C-rigid}. 
Problem 1. Determine ~0, ~1. 
Remark 1. This problem is also of interest if Eq* is replaced by another class of 
relations (e.g. tolerances, partial orderings, reflexive relations). 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that ,uo= 3 and pl = 2 both in case [Al = 3. 
4.2. Theorem. porlAl and ~+2eql,+1-2 
equivalence relations on { 1, . . . , n) (n E N). 
where eq, denotes the number of 
Proof. 3.3 shows pO+lI. Now let a,bEA with a#b and define 
Q:= {OEEq*I [ale= {a} or [aJO1 {a,b)}. 
Then jk0 (*I defined by f(x) := a if x= CI and f(x) := b otherwise, belongs to 
(End Q)\(JU C) showing non-C-rigidity of Q. I Q I = 2(eql,,( _ I- 1) completes the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
:= min{ i 1 i e IN; for any C-rigid Q 5: R there exists some C-rigid 
Q’cQ with IQ’lli}. 
em 2. Determine p. 
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roposition. 1 A] C/SC 1M 1 where M is defined as in 2.4. 
roof. First suppose p < 1 A[. Then, since Q : = { 19~ ( a E A} is C-rigid, there would 
exist some C-rigid Q’cQ with IQ’IsG/?<IAI=IQI. Assume 0&Q’(aEA). Then 
f e O(t) defined by f(x) := a if x = 6 and f(x) :=x otherwise (where 6 E A \ {a}) 
would belong to (End Q’) \ (JU C) contradicting C-rigidit) of Q’. Hence p 2 I Al. 
Now let Qz R be C-rigid. Then because of 2.4 for any 4;~ M there exists some 
,09 E Q such that g $ End pg. Let c, d E ..4 such that c#d and define fi, f2 E 0”) by 
f,(x):=d if x=c, fi(x):=c if x=d, ft\x):=xotherwise, and f2(x):=c if xE {c,d} 
and fi(x):=x otherwise. Then fi, f2, fifie M and fi it:fi f+fz- Since fifi$ 
End ef,s there exists some k { 1,2} such that fkeEnd ef,,fz. But then, because of 
2.49 Ie,lmwfkH is a C-rigid subset of Q of cardinality < I M I completing the 
proof of the theorem. Cl 
Remark. In 4.4, p< IMI was proved; however, in general fl is much more less than 
\ 
WI . 
Problem 3. For fixed EC_ R find ‘good’ necessary and/or sufficient conditions for 
(strong) C-rigidity of all the subsets of E. For instance, let E be one of the following 
sets: Eq, Rt2), set of all partial orderings on A, set of all reflexive binary relations 
on A 9 R(“) R 9 ’ 
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